
€ 2,900,000
Ref: HM1366V

Villa for sale in Benalmadena, Costa del Sol
5 Bedrooms | 5 Bathrooms | 505 m² Interior | 253 m² Terraces | Garage Yes | Jardín Yes | Piscina Yes

Property Description

Strategically located within twenty minutes from Marbella and Málaga, this complex has unbeatable
connections and is just 10 minutes from the International airport. It is connected to the main
attractions and facilities in the area, with direct access to the AP-7 motorway. The beach is a two
minute walk away with a 7 km seafront promenade beside the Mediterranean Sea and within easy
reach of public- and private hospitals, just 2 minutes from the Carvajal train station, from which
trains can be caught to the centre of Fuengirola or Málaga city centre, where you can connect to
the metro or AVE high-speed railway, at María Zambrano train station.  This project is unique within
the Higueron Resort and most certainly in southern Spain. Higueron is a worldwide brand for villas
and aparthotels with 5-star services related to top class hotel hotels such as Marriott, Four Seasons,
Hyatt and Ritz-Carlton. Higueron Resort has been inspired by the same architect of the 5 * Hilton
Curio hotel, Mr. Robin Chiang. A 5-star quality can be expected from the maintenance of the
garden, the swimming pool and jacuzzi. You also have access to the Residence Concierge Desk
where you can book room service, daily cleaning and bed linen, restaurant / theatre / golf, private
dinners at home; cooked by Michelin chef Mr. Diego Gallegos, but also services such as personal
trainers, the hairdresser, massages and groceries to be delivered to your home.   The unusual forms
turn this villa into an exclusive design, both in architecture- and landscaping. The simplicity of its
circular silhouette and the wise combination of materials are key in this villa. The celebration of
views to the exterior pool merging with the Mediterranean sea. The reflection of nature and the sea
envelops the bedroom in its two orientations. The private and intimate dressing room and the
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warmth of lighting creates an atmosphere of peace, comfort and tranquility. In the basement there
is a functional space that allows you to enjoy everything from a private gym to relaxing on the sofa
watching a movie. Simple and comfortable, with large sliding glass doors to access the
Mediterranean garden that surrounds this villa. 

Platinum Card: Get your long-life membership as well as the first year of free use of all sports, spa
and activities of our Resort is included. 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